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Edit Find out more Edit Ahan opes hotel in the picturesque Himalyan region soon her father commits suicide, leaving many unanswered questions. The region is soon believed to have seen the return of Brahmarakshas by a man eating a demon cursed by ancient gods. Everyone lives in fear in the region, and many
decide to leave the place, but Ahana decides to stay back and fight the demon with Kunal and two police officers, Rana and Chaubi.They believe that years ago, when Brahmarakshas appeared the hunter killed him the only person who could help them is hunters son Dr. Moga.During their encounter with Dr. Moga Kunal
shows Ahani that he was the cause of her Author: alex.mjacko@gmail.com Resume Schedule | Add a Horror Convention Synopsis | 3d | View all (2) » Certificate: View all certificates » Parent guide: View Content Advisory » Edit This is the fifth time Vikram Bbatt and Bipasha Basu have worked together. Their previous
collaborations include Raaz (2002), Footpath (2003), Aetbaar (2004) and Raaz 3 (2012). See more » Dr. Moga, referring to Hindu mythology says that Dusasana could only be killed by striking him on the hip, it is incorrect because, according to Mahabhart, it was not Dusasan but his older brother Dudodhan, who with his
mother's blessing had his upper body as much as a diamond and could only be killed by blows (s) on the lower body. See also » Saavan Aya Hai Author and producer: Tony Kakkar In Progress: Arijit Singh See More » User Reviews Edit release date: September 12, 2014 (India) See more » Also known as: Creature See
More » Edit Cumulative Worldwide Gross: $5,352 Details on IMDbPro » Runtime: 134 min See full specifications » The image is not available forcolon: Unfortunately, this item is not available in Image unavailable Hotstar.com is not available to european residents. We continue to work through changes in light of the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which came into force on 25 May 2018. We apologise for the inconvenience, and intend to launch our services in the EU shortly. Thanks for your patience. If you have not accessed Hotstar from the EU, please check your IP address to make sure you have not enabled
VPN/Proxy services.
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